
Tools and Services  

Continued on back... 

The following tools and services are available free of charge to       

CALI®  member schools and their faculty. 

CALI LESSONS AND CALI AUTHOR™  

CALI lessons are interactive tutorials written and reviewed by law professors and librarians.  

There are currently over 900 lessons in 35 legal subjects.   Faculty members can view student 

scores and performance using our LessonLink feature.  Existing lessons can be edited and 

then privately republished to the CALI website using AutoPublish. The underlying software, 

CALI  Author™ is also available for creating lessons customized to your needs.  

CALI believes that the best educational materials are ones that can be edited, 

adapted and otherwise used free of copyright or technological encumbrances. eLangdell® 

is our way of helping you do that.  Under the eLangdell® Press banner, we commission and 

publish casebooks and casebook chapters authored and reviewed by law professors.  If 

you’d rather privately publish, CALI’s team of experts can help you with creating ebook or 

print  versions of your work.   

ELANGDELL®  AND ELANGDELL PRESS®  

CLASSCASTER®  

Classcaster® is a course website, blogging and podcasting system that provides faculty,      

librarians, and staff of CALI member schools with an exciting and engaging way to interact 

with students and the world. 

CALICON - THE CONFERENCE FOR LAW SCHOOL COMPUTING®  

CALIcon is the only conference where law faculty, law librarians and IT professionals gather 

to discuss latest innovations in legal education and technology.  Attendees from CALI    

member schools and conference speakers get discounted registration.   This year’s          

conference theme is “The Next Wave” and we will be meeting at Harvard Law School.  The 

dates will be June 19-21, 2014.  Follow the CALI Spotlight blog (http://spotlight.cali.org/) or 

the twitter hashtag #CALIcon14 for updates, including registration information and the call 

for speakers.  
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A2J AUTHOR®  

One of this decade’s biggest legal practice innovations is the development of document  

assembly software. CALI, in partnership with the Center for Access to Justice & Technology 

(CAJT) at Chicago-Kent College of Law, has developed A2J Author®.  This software not only 

allows for document assembly and form completion, but it also creates guided interviews in 

easy to understand language.  It is currently in use by dozens of legal aid organizations.     

CALI is currently sponsoring a pilot project with law school clinics to train law students in this     

technology. Faculty in these clinics will be creating “course kits” that CALI will distribute so 

that these courses can be replicated.  

 CALI Excellence for the Future Award® 

The “CALI award” is given to the student with the highest grade in a class, as determined by 

the professor or registrar. Awardees receive a printed certificate and a permanent URL        

VirtualAward that they can link to from their online resumés or biographies. Over 100 law 

schools participate in the CALI Excellence for the Future Award program.  It is a free service 

available to any CALI member law school that wishes to participate.  

INSTAPOLL 

InstaPoll is a web-based classroom response system that requires no special equipment.     

Students can participate in interactive class polls using their laptops, tablets or even their 

phones.  All you need is a connection to the Internet.    

MOOCs and Webinars 

Throughout the year, CALI organizes and hosts stand-alone webinars and MOOCs on a      

variety of topics relevant to legal education and technology.  Registration for these events   

is always free and they are recorded and posted on YouTube under a Creative Commons    

license to encourage reuse.  CALI recently hosted a MOOC on “Topics in Digital Law      

Practice” that showcased several of the top minds in current legal practice innovation.      

The materials from this course can be found at http://tdlp.classcaster.net/ 
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